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THE latest estimate of the sugar crops of the world places
the total cane sugar production for this year at 2,857,700
tons; beet sugar production (Licht), 4,270,000 tons; geand
toted, 7,127,700 tons, against 8,322,379 tons in 1895, a decrease
of 1,194,679 tons.

PLANTERS' LABOR AND SUPPLY COMPANY

MARKE'l' QUOTATIONS.--Sugar was quoted, at latest advices
from New York, at 43-Hic. for Ouban Centrifllgals, ~.160 test.
Holders demand 4:1c., which may be the next quotation.

1'he hope of obtaining any considerable amount of sugar
from Cuba this year has been abandoned. 1'h8 highest esti
mates do not exceed 200,000 tons, against a yield of 1,000,000
tons for 1895.

PLANTERS' MONTHLY

. Scribner's Ma,r;azine for March has an illustrated article on
carnations and the cultlll'e and trade in them, which is very
extensive in the United States. In New York city alone
over fifteen millions of these flowers are annually sold, and
the business has become one of the most profitable in the
flower line, furnishing a livelihood to many thousands of
florists and ilowet girls. C(~l'l1ations grow here as well as in
America, and pay the growers as well.
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Hawaiian rice.in San Francisco is quoted at 3ic. The sup
ply from Louisiana and Texas is heavy, and controls the
market.

Best Kona coffee in San Francisco was quoted at 19c.,
though holders demand ] 9~c.

IT IS a pleasure to note the frequent referenl~es in foreign
journals to the valuable reports published in this :MONTHLY,

and more especially the fact that in SOllle 1espects these
reports reflect the more advanced views of the best minds
devoted to this branch of industry in other countries. I he
reports on machinery, 'manufacture, and those of the Director
of the Experiment Sta,tion have been largely commented on
in other countries. Special and favorable notiees are given
to Dr. Maxwell's report on the" Fermentation of Sugars."
The Louisiana Planter reprints the report in full, and in
its editorial urges all planters to carefully read it as "it is as
truly applicable to Louisialla as Hawaii." La Suc)'el'ie Indi;.
gene and also Journal des Fabl'tcants de Sucre urge their
readers to observe to what extent the carefully collected
facts set forth in the report CcLn be used in connection "vith
the preservation of beet sugar::> in Europe and elsewhere.

\
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DR. MAXWELL'S article on the rapid growth of the banana
plant, on page 152, will be read "vith interest. The extra
ordinary growth shown will surprise those whose attention
has never been called to the subject, and also to the fact that
each plant sends out only one leaf at a time, centering all its
energies on the developement of this one leaf. The last leaf
is followed by the flower stalk, which is ultimately covered
with the fruit, the size and number of which on this one
stalk depend, no doubt, in some measure at least, on the vigor
and rapid growth of the leaves. The doctor's investigations
open a very interesting subject for further "door-step study"
regarding other plants.

Sugar cane suckers, for instance, that often start fr0111 the
roots of a matured cane hill, show a very rapid abnormal
growth, though not so rapid as that of the banana-may
furnish another interesting topic of inquiry, as to how much
they reduce the value of the older and fully developed stalks



of the hill. They certainly have some effect, and possibly
may reduce the strength and value at the hill in its sugar
outcome, in which case, they should be cut away.

---:0:--
FERTlLlZERS.-HOTY PLANTS FEED AND WHAT

THEY RE(/UlRE.

In con~idering how best to promote the growth of crops,
three great factors are involved-sunlight, air and soil.

The first two are the free gifts of nature, but the soil is a
variable quantity. Any soil has a certain intrinsic value or
natural capacity, but that this is inadequate to the elements
of profitable agriculture is shown by the early crops of old·
and worn-out fields, and chiefly thus: the soil is a, vault into
which we deposit plant food, and check our crops, each tak
ing its share of the soil ferti Iity. It is a treasury, not based
on mono or bi-metalislll but rather l1lulti-metalism, and
instead of a "gold reserve" to be maintained, there is the
equally difficult task of maintaining a he~tlthv balance be
tween cLlI forms of plant food whieh the crop demands and
must have. The conditiuns vary in different branches of
agriculture, and how to provide the raw material (plant food)
most profitably, is a question of chemistry, cUlTeney and
common sense.

Plant food is anything that ca,n be utilized by the plant in
its growth. Water from soil and carbonic acid from the ail',
from sugar, oil. fibre, acid, etc. The ash comes from the soil
and the two chief parts that need looking' after are phos
phoric acid and potash. Add to the nitrogen a substance
needed in varying degrees under diffel'ellt cil'cU mstances, and
we have the things most needed in ordinary cases. The
element of nitrogen, the most costly that the agricultmalist
buys, is needecl to build up the albumenoids, a highly im
portant class of compounds found in pbnt cells. Potash is
concerned in the forl1lula and movement of starch in its
(1,llied products. Phosphoric acid helps in the transfer of the
al bumenoids from leaf to seed, etc. '1' be use of these ele
ments in the plant is not so well understood as it should he,
but nitrogen promotes a rapid gro\vth of leaf ancl stulk and
vine, and of the two forms generally used nitrate of soda is
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Boston, Mass., U. S. A., March 16. 1896.
---:0:---

AN ILL-ADVISED DEJ.1I0NSTRA TION.

Towards the close of last month, the Portuguese residents
of Honolulu made a public p<1rade by marching to the govern
ment house in a body of over six hundred men, very much
after the m<1nner of "Gen'l" Coxy and his followers, who
went to Washington two years ago, asking for relief and
improvement in their condition. As some of the Portuguese
had regular employment, which they had quit for the day, in
order to swell the parade, and some were better dressed than
most of those who viewed the procession, the affair seemed
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Root Crops.

1-~ to 3 per ct.
5 to 7 "
11 to 13 "

ALLAN ERIC.

Frnit and Seed Crops.

2-} to 3-~· pel' ct.
7 to 9 "
9 to 11 "

THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.

Foliage Crops.

Nitrogen-2-~· to 3~· per ct.
Phos. acid, 4 to 6 ,.
Potash- 11 to 13 "

FRUIT AND SEED.

148

the best where early growth is aimed at; but if the growth
is to be continued through the season, a portion may be in
the form of sulphate of ammonia. The average crop takes
from three to four times .as much of the former as of the
latter. Liberal use of potash then, is indicated by the compo
sition of the plant, and it is also indicated on soil by numer
<ous experiments.

There are three rules to govern the adaptation of fertil-
izers to crops:

1. Foliage or leaf producing plants require liberal use of
potash and nitrogen. When color and cheapness are desired,
the sulphate is superior to muriate.

2. 'Fruit or seed-producing plants need more phosphoric
acid and less potash than the preceding.

3. Root crops are particularly benefitted by the use of
potash. They require more phosphoric acid than under 1,
and less than uncler 2.

The following shows an ana,lysis of fertilizers:



EDITOR PLANTERS MONTHLy:-1 have read Mr. H. Morri
son's article upon the stripping cane, and 1 am not surprised
at the results or the conclusions that hl-l has arrived at, con
sidering the circumstances under which the trials were made,
and the dry rlimate of Makaweli.

'rhe surprise would be, to find the same results obtained in
some of our wet districts. 'rhere is no doubt that these
experiments have a certain value, and particularly to all dry,
irrigated districts; but the results would have been 111 uch
more valuable if the stripping had been done at the usual
time, for no one expects the cane to ripen very much in so
short a time as six weeks, or even three months; beca use it

like a burlesque. That some of these men do not obtain
steady work III the city, no one can deny; but that they could
find employment in connection with sug~r and coffee planta
tions is equally true. Those who remain in the country
districts; and are ready to accept any employment offering,
can generally secure a comfortable living, with a prospect of
bettering their condition as the years roll by, and far better
than if they had remained in their own coul1ltry. They were
sent for, at great expenses, with the view of supplying a
permanent population not for the city, but as farmers and
laborers required for the country districts.

It should not be forgotten that the native Hawaii:;l,ns have
a prior claim as laborers-all conditions, such as physical and
native capacity being taken to account-over any foreigners
who may apply to government for relief. Some Portugu ese,
who eame here as plantation laborers, have settled in the
country districts of Hawaii and each of the other islands of
this group, and are prospering in proportion to their indus
try and skill. And there can be no doubt that everyone of
the unemployed men who walked in the procession referred
to, mLll find em ployment in the country districts, either with
their countrymen located there or with the sugar and coffee
plantations, which are calling for their help, and would pre
fer them to any Chi.lese or Japanese laborers, provided they
will accept the fair wages offered them.

---:0---
STRIPPED AND UNSTRIPPED CANE.
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is usually the first stripping, rather then the last. that tells.
Again, although Mr. Morrison is evidently well posted

upon the trouble attending the manufacture of sugar from
unripe or unstripped cane, he still goes on to say, " I point to
these trials and to these results, from the two fields milled,
as sufficient answer to the foregoing."

Now these trials may be sufficient for Mr. Morrison and
the Makaweli plantation, but they certainly are not suffieient
for those planters who are located in the wet districts, be
cause, unfortunately, they still find it as necessary to strip'
the cane as ever they were.

I will give you an illustration of this, and also a description
of an experiment tried in Hila district some years ago, which
resQlted as disastrous, as the trial made at Makaweli was
fortunate. The manager of this plantation thought as does
Mr. Morrison, that perhaps, stripping was a needless expense,
and decided not to take a solitary leaf off the cane. The
consequence was, the cane was literally covered with leaves
and trash, and could scarcely be seen. This cane. when cut,
was in a frightful condition. Tn the first place, it was almost
white, and as soft as a wet l'i-tg; the roots too had started to
grow for about a third of its length, to say nothing of SOUl'

ness caused by the rats and borers. 'rhis fine and heavy
cane, when ground, polarized 10 deg. to 11 deg., and made
very little else then molasses. It also delayed the work at
the time, and caused trouble for the whole of the season.

It is only fair, ho,~iever, to say that when this trial was
made, the season was a very wet one, and that the cane grew
very ra.nk, and thick on th8 ground. But it fumishes proof,
nevertheless, that though stripping may, in some places be
neglected, in others it needs to be strictly attended to. Irri
gated districts may possibly, under some circumstances, do
as well without stripping as with; still, I contend that all
others should, at least, be stripped once, not only ou account
of the rats, borers, etc., but to keep the cane from falling on
the ground and rooti ng. It is also well to remem bel' that as
all the sugar comes from the elements, the sun, ail', rain, etc.,
it is advisable to keep it at all times. as susceptible to these
influences as it is possible, We must therefore bear this fact
in mind, that in wet districts, and particularly where the

1------
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NEW KINKS IN SUGAR J.1I£1££ PRACTICE.

cane grows rank and luxurious, it will certainly need strip
ping once, or you may expect nothing but trouble in boiling
the juice. For not only does such juice work badly, but it
coats up the tubes of triple effects, cleaners, etc., and delays
the work all round. These facts are well-known to sugar
boilers and others that make a study of this subject, and they
regret that the knowledge is not more generally appreciated.

Yours, &c., A PLANTER.
---:0:---
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A hot room for graining up No.3 sugar is not much in use
here, nor is it scarcely ever heard of in these islands; but in
LouisiaNa, where things are a little more advanced, they are
said to be qu'ite common. These hot rooms cause the mo
lasses, when kept at an even temperaturA. to grain up more
rapidly and more effectively than when left in small coolers,
and this practice is evidently an improvement over old
methods. At the Hamakua mill, where some experiments
have been made in this direction, some very encouraginp:
results have been obtained.

DOUBLE EFFEcTs.-An improvement has been found to
result from placing a vapor pipe in the last drum of double
effect, or in the last two drums of triple effect. These pipes
are placed on top of the drum, and opposite the exhaust
inlet, and are carried to the condenser. The object IS to
carry off the uncondensable substanees that arise from the
juice. and which, not only destroy the tubes, but retard the
evaporation as well.

Another change is to keep the j uiee very low in the triple
effect; so low, in fact. as to be scarcely visible in the bottom
of the lowest glass. This is found to be an improvement, for
it not only causes the juice to evaporate much more rapidly,
but stop, to a great extent. all chance of entrainment. From
experiments made at Kukaiau and Hamakua mills the
entrainment was found to be only three pints per hoUl'
standing at 8 deg. Beaume.

CLEANING TRIPLE EFFECTS.-It has been thought for a:
long time past. that caustic soda was the best thing in the
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world for cleaning the tu bes of triple effects. Now, however,
crude muriatic acid is coming into use, and is said to do as
much in one hour as caustic soda in twenty-foul' bours, and
does its work with half the quantity and half the expense.
The cleaning is done without scrapers, and simply by placing
about two gallons of the acid in each effect, filling it up witb
water and boiling it for a.n hour or so. This method is said
to be far preferable to the old method. O.

---:0:---

THE RATE AND MODE OF GROFVTB OF BANANA
LEAVES.

The quick rate of growth of young banana trees is a matter
of genera.l ohservation. This unusual growth is, in itself, a
subject of interest, and when viewed in comparison with the
development of the sugar cane, and other plants, and in the
light of the general laws and conditions of vegetable growth,
this great rapIdity of development, by which it unfolds leaf
after leaf, makes the banana a very conspicuous exalHple,
and it has led me to record data showing the daily increase
in the length and substance of growing leaves.

The following observations were made upon banana trees
growing in the fl'ont of my veranda, and which were planted
in December. The data lImy appear to r,over a large surface
of paper: they were recorded, however, during the spare
minutes al'ound meal times, and may properly be called a
door-step study.

In the two first exam pIes noted, the young leaf was ob
served just as emerging from its enclosure within the stem of
the previously grown leaf, which mode of development it is
instructive to watch, When fairly start8d on its career, the
length of the leaf was taken, and the measurement was
l'epen.ted, at a given time, on each succeeding day, until the
leaf was unfolded and full-grown.

The following tables give t,he history of two leaves, whose
development "as observe(l in the way explained:



NO. III. LEAF.

Date. Time. Length of Daily
~Jean Temp. '.Direction of

Leaf· Growth. Wind.

Jan. 26 1 o'clock 6Yz inch. 0 70.5 NE., 27 " 9Yz " 3 inch. 7.15 NE.S
" 28 ., 14Yz " 5 " 74.0 S
" 29 " 20Yz " 6 " 76.5 S
" 30 " 2574 " 4% " 70.0 N.NE
" 31 " 29Yz ., 4;4' " 71.0 N.NE

Feb. 1 " 35 " 5;~ " 73.0 NE
" 2 " 36 " 1 ~ " 73.5 E.NE

r
Length of Dail..'IJ Di?'ection ofDate. Time. Leaf· Growth. ~lean Temp. Wind.

-----

Feb. 1 5:30 p. m. 6 inch. 0 73.0 NE
" 2 " 9% " 3% inch. 73.5 E.NE
" 3 " 1331' " 394 " 740 NE
" 4 " 18Yz " 5 " 73.0 NE
.1 5 " 25;4 " 6% " 72.5 NE
" 6 "

1

32 " 694 " 71.0 NE
" 7 " 38 ., 6 " 71.0 NE
" 8 "

1

41 " 3 " 70.5 NE
" 9 " 41Yz " Yz I. 68.5 NE

-
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NO. I. LEAF.

NO. II. LEAF.
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The same observations were continued during the develop
ment of two more leaves, but with these eX~Llllples the meas
ments were recorded twice daily for the purpose of noting
the relative proportions of the da,y and night growths. The
divisions of time were from 7:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M., giving a
period of cla,y growth of 10 hours, and from 5:30 P.M. to 7:30
A M., giving a night period of 14 hours. The day periodrepre
sents approximately the hours that the sun was above the
horizon.

D t I f' :'?' Length Night INiqhtl':=l ~I Lengthl Dall Day - ,£ut·fl I Direction
a e. ::l ~ :of Leaf. Gro·wth. Telilp. ;:l ;:l of Leaj'Gl'olvth. Temp. G 'oal t!;1 of Wind.

• W r • I."'tI I WI,.
. '---- --,-----------.--- --- --------

Feb. 9 7:301. 1 65 5:30; 5 in. 76 NE
"10 ": 5)i in. 94 in. G4 "i 7;'5" 19.1 in. 73 2~5 in. "
"11 "I 894" 1;4" G6 "/12 " 3!4" 75 41/" "
"12 "iI3.14" 1.4" G2' " 15%" 2.I.:£" 75 3~G" N.NE
"13 "!16!i" 1 " 60 ".20!4'·' 3~4" 76 494" "
"14 ",22.I..i" 2 " 65 "'2G;,'2''' 41.:£" 78 6.4" S
"15 "'28 " 1!5" 61 "132!5" 4;'2''' 76 6 ., S E
"16 "135!5" 3 " 62 I. 40!-5" 5 I. 77 8 " N.W
"17 ",41~~" 1 " 62 .1 44 1,,;''' 3 " 78 4 " W.SW
"18 "'45!cI" 94" 62 "46~?" 1~1" 79 2 " S
"19 "147 "I ;5" I 63 ,,148 " 1 " 78 l;f''' SW



The first thing to which attention is called in this table' is
the mode of development. In the first place, a' striking uni
formity of growth is noted, and at the same time a gradual
increase in the tree's capacity of assirnihttion, which is shown
by tbe gradual increase in the "mean surface growth" from
Leaf No. I. up to No. IV. I will state thattbeseobservations
were made on one banana tree only, in order to exclude indi
vidual errors arising from the difference in individual trees

~,~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~I~~I! ~ if
.Number ~,c; ~ ~ ~;:l ~';:l ~ ~ 8;:) ~

I~: ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~

of Leaf· 'S S' g ~ ~ , ~. ~ , ~ ~~". J ~
~ 0' 0 ~. ~ ~::: I ~ ~.-... ~ ~

I ,~:~ ~~ c·s.:c;::::;:.~ S::5
• I I I" ~ I • • I----1-'- -'-"--------'--_._--

No.I. ,29% in. 14 in. 413sqin. I . 4;4'in,590sqin 725F
No.II ... _--./35J5" 14" 497 " 1. "-_. 4J:), ""620 " 1 720
No.III._. 43 " 15 ,. 645" 3 in. 11-3in 4}1' ",645" 700
No. IV .._ 47U" 17" 803" 2 2-5" 11-5" 3 4-5 "GG 9" 71 7
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NO. IV. LEAF.
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Before speaking in detail of the data presented by the four
tables givmg the history of each leaf, for convenience we
shall bring these data together in a table of averages, in
which dre given the length, breadth, and surface development
of the leaves, with the more detailed data. The "length of
leaf" given is the total length of the mature leaf, less its
length at the time of the first meai:lurement.. This correction
is necessary, 01' the total "suface of the mature leaf" and the
"daily surface growth" would he given too high. The aver
ages are as follows:

D ? :: Length Night Night '!:l !:;3 Length Day Day I];ot.~l IfDil'ection
" ate. :!l;:j' of Leaf. Gl·owth. Temp. :!l ::J' of Leaf. Growth. Temp. G 'om t1l, 'of Wind

Feb.26;:;0 5U-j;=~=67-~:3:79ii~ 2M-j; 78--._1__1~_~·1 E.NE
"27 " 8~~" 94: in. 72 "10 " lU" 78 2J4' in. SW
"28 " 10%,"" %" 71 "12~j)" 1%" 80 2U•2 "I E.NE
" 29 " 13U" 1 " 67 "15:4" 194:" 80 294" S w

Mar. 1 " 16%" 1M" 67 "18%" 2 " 81 3]4" S
" 2 " 19M" %" 65 "22 " 2%" 77 3%" SW
" 3 " 23M" 1M" 64 "26 " 2%" 72 4 "1 E.W
" 4 " 28 " 2 " 61 "33%" 5%" 78 794" W.SW
" 5 "36%" 2%" 62 "42 " 5U" 80 8;4" \V.SW
" 6 "44M" 2M" 64 "4794" 3J~" 77 5%" N
., 7 "48U" %" 65 "50 " lU" 76 2J4''' I NE
" 8 " 50U" U" 65 "52%" 2 " 77 2% ,. "
" 9 " 52%" M" 66 ,,153;4''' U" 76 94: " ,.



and that the four leaves were developed one after the other.
'rhis explanatIOn enables me to explain that the gradual in
crease in the daily surface growth from No. r. to No. IV. is
-due to the increasing area of assimilating surface. Each suc
ceeding leaf bas the last additional one to assist ~n gathering
food for its growth, and the work goes more rapidly.

The increase in the rate of assimilation with the addition
of new leaves is less than I expected to tinct It is not in any
way proportioned to the increase of leaf surface; and this
suggests that the chief burthen in the work (l)f making the
next new leaf lies upon the previous leaf that was made.
1'his is also further suggested by the banana tree's mode of
growth. The banana appears to have only one center of
growth and elaboration; it makes only one leaf at a time.
and pmctically completes one leaf before it begins with the
next. Many other trees are producing scores of leaves cLtthe
same time, showing that centers of work are distributed over
the tree's complete expansion. Moreover, the full-grown
leaves of the banana are soon frayed out with the wind and
rendered useless for work, which leaves the work of assimi
lation to the new leaves.

The details in the tahles also show strikingly the variation
in the rate of growth along the period of development. The
young leaf begins slowly, daily increasing its rate of increase
up to the stage of its maximum power of growth, where it
tarries for two or more days, until the leaf, which hitherto
has been almost,as tightly rolled up as a cigar, begins to un
fold to the light, when the rate of growth falls off till it is
full-grown. In the history of the four leaves this mode of
growth is seen to obtain.

One other striking truth set forth by tbe daily data of de
velopment is the difference between the growths of the "day"
and "night" periods. The observations were continued upon
the leaves No. III. and No. IV., not only to compare the re
sults of the day and night growths, but also to note the
results of variations of temperature. The mean night growth
of No. III. and No. IV. leaves was Ii inches, and the mean
day growth was 2'} inc1H~s, which shows tba,t about 70 per
cent. of the total growtb took place during the day, between
7:30 AM. <Llld 5:i:l0 P.M. It also illustrates tbe effect of length
of clay.
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Occasional references are made in American papers to the
Hawaiian contract label' system as being little else than
slave labor, and this is offered as a reason against any form
of annexation to the United States. There is no truth in
such statements, as every laborer imported comes of his own
free will, and. if of Asiatic origi n, ,1gre8s to return to his
country Oll the expiration of his original term of three years
service, but he has the option of re-engaging for a second
term, if he chooses to do so. All remain under obligation to
return to their country whenever they cease to be laborers,
and for payment of pa,ssage a fund is reserved.

Portuguese laborers are under a different engagement, as
they are designed to form the basis of a permanent popula
tion, and when their term of service expires they can remain
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The effect produced by variations of either day or night
tempera,tures it is not easy to decide. In example No. 1.
Leaf, it is strongly indicated that the sudden and great fall
of temperature on January 30, continuing over January 31,
caused a decrease in the growth of the leaf. In the other
examples, such as No. IV., a small fall in the night tempera
ture, as on March 4, does not at all interfere with the maxi
mum growth. From this it appears that a great lowering of
the warmth is necessary to seriously arrest progressive
growth.

I am of opinion that the action, of direct sunlight, and the
direction and force of the wind are more potent factors in
increasing or atTesting growth than small variatiou:-3 of tem
perature. On this subject I have, at present, no concl usive
data.

The banana is an excellent subject in which to study given
features of physiological development. rrhe growth of its
leaves is so rapid that measurements ean be recorded twice
daily with a measuring rule, and with the possibility of
extremely small errol'. This is of great value in affording
light upon the laws and conditions affecting the growth of
other plants. The sugar cane, for example, grows so com
paratively slowly that with it such observations as I have re
corded (Lre not possible. It will probably not be far wrong,
however, if the data obtained in observing the banana are
applied in judging of the influences which <Lffect the growth
of cane and other plants.

NOTE-The meteorological data recorded were furnished to me by
Prof. C..J. Lyons, of the Hawaiian Government Bureau.

---:0:---

CONTRACT LABORERS IN IIA TVAlI.
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IN HAWAII.

A PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATION OF THE CONTRACT LABOR SYSTEM

MR. EDI'foR:-The Portuguese demon:;trH,tion in Honolulu,
on the 25th of March. seemed to elicit considerable concern
to many, and the petition to the President and Legislature
would indicate that the Portuguese element consider them
selves as a special object for discrimiu<1,tion and unfair
dealing.

All people have a right to make complaints publicly, but
before making them it would seem "viser to study the :;itua
tion first. .1 n their petition they have failed to present any
individual instances of persecution, and to one not COll
versant with the Portuguese as <L race it looks as though
they might have serious grounds for comphtint, and perhaps
they lmve; but there are many" the writer included, who
would like to hem' facts and not mere statements, and when
these are presented, there are grounds for action.

In every community and race there are persons who live
from the labor of discontented man, and it often happens
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or leave the country. They come on very similar terms as
do many of the Italians to New York, the chief difference
bemg that the latter come under a verbal engagement to
serve a term of years; while the Portuguese corne to Hawaii
under a specifie engagement or contract for three years. It
is said that tens of thousanus of laborers from Europe arrive
each year in New York to serve out term8 of labor, the con
tracts being concluded only after arrival at destination.
This is done to evade the stringent anti-contract labor laws
of the United States. And several leg-al decisions in the
United States show that the contract service laws there are
very elastic. Some of these European laborers no doubt fail
to fill their verbal engagements, yet the bulk of the men and
women serve faithfully and form colonies in almost every
State of the Union.

Were these islands as well known to Europeans as the
United States are, and did they off'er as great inducements in
the way of obtaining lanel. probably there would be as little
trouble in securing European laborers to migrate hither.
Each year renders this group better known there, and the
time will come when there will be less difficulty in ontaining
laborers in Europe than now.

No better illustration of the working of the contract labor
system in Hawaii can be furnished by the following letter,
written by G. H. Fairchild, manager of the Makee Sugar
Plantation on Kauai, and published in the Daily Advertiser:



that one 'discontenteel man will stir up many contented
people to imagine that they are persecuted beyond endurance,
and Honolulu is not free' from the disease.

Sometimes the object of these agitators is to pose as
patriots, and they are sincere in their beliefs. but more often
the object is a selfish one to advance themselves politically,
financially, or to gain notoriety, and by their words and
actions they cause many, otherwise contented and happy
people. miserable by inflaming their imaginations with
chimeras of their own brain.

Let us first take up the object of the introduction of Portu
guese into this country. The primary objecT, as the writer
understands it, was to bring the peasantry from Portugal to
work the canefields of Hawaii. as the native H.awaiians were
in too sma.ll numbers to be relied upon; H,nd it was deemed
wiser to have a mixed nationality upon the phl,ntations, as the
liability to ,. strikes" would be less. ~'Ul'thermore, it was
thought by many that the Portuguese would make a desira
ble aequisition to the population.

'fhey gladly came here under the so-called" pernicious
contract system" and were immediately given "\Tork, (which
many had not in their uwn country). house rent, fuel, drugs,
medical attendance, a place of worsbip, free schools, etc., and
a small montbly wage and provisions free.

Theil' children were sent to school (and in most cases
forced tu ti:Lke an education), so that tbey might grow up
differently... frorn their progenitors, Hnd by having a COl1lllJOn
school education, he able to take a better position in life,
should their natmal g'ifts fit them for sueh. For I am sorry
to state tlwt rnany a deserving man with natural capabilities
has lost thA chance of his life through being unable to read
and write; and llJany of the younger generation of Portu
guese in Hawaii today can than!.. God that they carne to
Hnwaii, and were compelled to go to school and fit them
selves for the position they bold.

In this count,ry their political prestige was improved, and
many have been given Government positions and ,vork.
rl'hm~e who improved their advantages have been given
positions commensurate with their ability, and wages twice
as large as they would recei ve for similar work in Portugal.

As regcl,rds the price of labor upon the plantations, it is
not so much the importation of Asiatic lahor as the price of
sugar that regulates the pay of common laborers upon the
plantations. The Portuguese have alwcl,ys been paid more
than either the Japs or Chinese for doing exactly the sallle
work,

An experience of seven years, during which time the
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writer has been constantly conversant with the cost of pro
ducing a ton of sugar, from clearing the ground to landing it
in San Francisco, proves that sugar cannot be raised at high
prices (as a rule) for common labor, and the sugeLr industry
kept upon a basis tlmt will support the, Govel'l1ment, stores,
foundries, com mission agents, brokers, etc., and last of
all, the producer.

Na man conducts a business for brotherly love, and while
some men from more fcworable surroundings or circum
stances make more money than others, still it does not alter
the fact that in the sugar business, where your money is laid
out for eighteen months subject to the elements of fire.
drought, rain, etc., etc., it is fur different from buyiug and
selling merchandise upon a per cent. basis and securing
yourself against loss by insuring your merchandise against
fire and your invoices a~'ainst losses at sea. But what insur
ance company will insUl'e cL planter aga,inst a fire in his cane
field, or a summer without rain ~ Wllat guarant.ee has a
planter that 300 or more acres of his eane field will not be
bUl'ned either by carelessnesss OJ' maliciOllsness~ Who will
guarantee hinl a favorable season? Therefore a plantatilll1
cannot be run as closely as mel'c:Hltile business, as their is
more liability to losses that are not protected by immrance,
etc. '" '" '" "'.

If the plantations stopped tomorrow how many papers
would he sold upon the streets of Honoluln inside of one
.'lead How much would we hear of the ., la,test political
news~" There might he a fev\' coffee men. around, but the
steamers wOllld stop bringing them their meLils, as there
would not be enough .. coffee to make it pay." We cannot
bag the goose yet anel stop the gold, until we have as good a
fowl to keep 011 laying without any break between the change
from sugar t.o (?). 'l'here are years when a plantation \'\Till
pay 20 to 30 pel' cent.. others when it will not pay 10 per
cent., and then too often others when a,n assessment will be
levied or the siilking fund drawn hea,vily upon.

How, then, can planters peLY wages of $1 per day with the
price of sugar at an average of three eents~ If any com
munity. sect, race or political body in this eountry think they
('an, why do they not offer the planters a guarantee of 15 to
20 per eent. income upon their plantations, and compel the
planters to pay a dollar a clay to the laboring man. 'rhe
planters are not to blame if any race or community of people
cia not get as mnch as they would like when the circum
stances are such that to give them what they ask would soon
put the giver in the plfLce of the asker. lVIa,nya man in this
country gets a better income from his small capital than the
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planter does from his large capital. There may be cases
where the natural conditions are so favorable to cane that
immense yields per acr~ would warrant the paying of high
wages, but they are not general.

Many of the Portuguese who came here to work upon the
plantations have moved to Honolulu, where they could get
more wages (or imagined they could), and for political or
other reasons have displaced the native Hawaiian, and how
much this has hurt the mdigenous race of these islands, those
who saw the inside workings of the Hawaiian Relief Society
can testify. Why do not the Hawaiians form themselves
into a body and petition the Government to employ them
upon the roads where they have always been given the pre
ference in years gone by~ 'l'hey would have a better right
to complain of "Portuguese invasion" than the Portuguese
have to complain of Asiatic invasion.

I would venture the assertion that there is not a single
worthy Portuguese in the city of Honolulu who could not
find employment upon almost any plantation if he would
only make the application.

'1'0 illustrate how Portuguese have been treated by the
Makee Sugar Company, a list of D<:tmes from our rolls will
show that they have nothing to complain of;

Lunas- Per Month. Ant. Fererra..... _" -" - .. - 25 00
John Gonsalves..... __ .$75 00 Ant. Ferrera (2). ----- 2500
John Mendez . . 50 00 Per Day.
M.E. Souza - _.. _ 4500 OjanRapose.. ..$100
John Vivers. .. 2600 FrancSousa ... __ .. 100

Skilled Laborers and Carpenters- Per Month.
. Per Day. J. F. Rapose. __ . __ . __ ..... $35 00

Antone Silva. .. S 2 00 Joa Souza. ... . ·.. _· 3000
Per Month. Man Rapose _.. .. __ .... - . - - 25 00

John Rapose __ .. __ .. _.. ....50 00 Twelve Men at .. 2200
Per Day. Twelve Men at .. __ ._ , .. 2000

J. A. Souza.- ... -. __ ... $ 2 UO Per Day.
Manuel Brash .. _.. __ .. _.. _.. _ 1 00 Two Men at.. _.. - -$ 75
Jno. Gomez.... _...... ._ .... 175 Per Month.

Per Day. Twenty-four Boys at .. _.. ..$18 00
Aug. Jacinth ... ... $40 uo 'rwo Boys at .. __ .. _ - .. - 1600
Ricardo Madeiras __ .. _. __ __. _ 30 00 '!'hree Boys at ____ -. -- - - 15 00
Ant. Silva. .. _.. 35 00 'rwa Boys at . - - - .. - -- - -. - - 14 00
Joa. Ornellace . 35 00 One Boy at . " .. -- - - . - 12 50
Enoch Madeiras . __ __ . 35 00 One Boy at ...... - .. - -- - -- .. ... 12 00
Ant. Hoderiques. .. _. __ 3500 One Boy and Five Women 1000

Per Day. 0ne Boy ani! Five 'Vomen .. _ 8 00
Joe Ornellace.. .. ...... S 1 75 Two Boys and Five Women .. - . 5 00

Per Month.
Wm. Silva... _... _.. _..... __ .. ··:335 00

Jn addition to these wages the men are supplied with
house rent, wood, medical attendance, etc., free, and at the
plantation store all the sbLple foods are sold at a percentage
above cost to pay for conducting the business. Allreceiving
wages over $30 per month are obl~ged to pay the doctor, if
called, but do not pay for any drugs.
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SULPHUROUS ACID, ACID PHUSPHATE AND LIME
AS CLA.RiFYING A. GENTS.

READ BEFORE THE HAWAII,tN PLANTERS' ASSOCIATION BY DR. WALTER MAXWELL.

The wide d~fferences of opinion held, and the opposite con
clusions that have been reached, upon the action of sulphurous
acid in clarification have made it very desirable that the sub
ject should be reviewed, and more exact data; if possible,
obtained upon the relative actions of sulphurous and phos
phoric acids and lime. The work done already in the sugar
house of this Station; affording the most reliable data upon
the action of numerous clarifying reagents, also showed the
need of more exact investigations where all the factors neces
sary to accuracy could be controlled. 'rhese investigations,
cond ucted in the laboratory, have been carrifld out with all
possible care, and the experiments repeated several times
wherever any doubt attached to the results.

NATURE OF SULPHUROUS AOID.

It may not be out of place in speaking of sulphurous acid
to say a few words on the preparation of this reagent. When
sulphur is burned in the sulphur box it takes up oxygen gas
from the air, and the sulphur and oxygen form together
another gas called sulphur-dioxidAs. When the latter gas is
forced into the juice in sulphuring tanks it becomes rapidly
dissolved or absorbed by the juice. Water will absorb more
than forty times its own volume of sulphur dioxide gas, and,
of course, cane juice will absorh a comparatively large
volume. 'fhe sulphur dioxide combines with water and
forms the sulphurous acid of which we are speaking.

All the sulphur acids invert very strongly, sulphurous acid
being the third strongest invertant (nitric acid excepted) and
stronger than phosphoric acid.

When sulphur dioxide, which it will now be convenient to
speak of as sulphur gas, is absorbed by the juice it raises the
density, and in proportion to the volume of gas taken up.
This increase of total solids in the juice was carefully

'observed and recorded. The gas was generated slowly in
order to have no excess, and also to observe the degree of



ADDITION OF SULPHUROUi:i AOID UPON .THE SUGARS IN JUICES AND

SYRUPS.

acidity when the impurities begin to coagulate and the juice
commences bleaching. The density of the juice in each ex
periment was determined before the sulphuring began, anel
the sulphuring stopped and the density re-read after each
conseeutive ten minutes. The following tahle gives the mean
results of not less than 20 experiments:

..

I j
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Juice. Color. Total Solids.

Normal juice.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . dark. 10.6 per cent.
After sulphuring 15 minutes.... . . . .. dark. 10.7 per cent.
After sulphuring 25 minutes , slight bleach. 10.8 per cent.
After sulphuring 35 minutes , good bleach and coagulum. 10.9 per cent.
After sulphuring 50 minutes , perfect bleach. 11.2 per cent.

In all the tests with thin juices the amount of sulphur nec
essary to a moderate hleach and to coagulate the albuminoids,
raised the density usually 0.3 of a degree Brix.

The strong invertive property of sulphurous acid causes us
to expect a notable action upon the sucrose, unless the acid is
kept in perfect control. And &t the same point we must also
consider that there are certain physical conditions which regu
late the invertive action of all acids. At low temperature even
the strongest acids invert cane sugars very slowly; but at
high temperatures their action is instant and destructive.
Again, certain acids become active in inv8rsion at lower
temperatures than others; the sulphur acids, including
sulphurous, begin to invert actively at 80 degrees F., whilst
phosphoric acid does not show a si111i1<=1r activity below 100
degrees F.

Before giving tables of data, I will explain that the mode of
sulphuring was in generating the sulphur gas (S02)by the
action of strong sulphuric acid upon coppel' (also of sulphuric
acid on sulphur) and conducting the gas through lime water
and water before it entered the juice, in order that no
sulphuric acid fumes could be r,arried over.

rl'he action of sulphur upon the sugars was determined as
follows: The total solids. sucrose, and glucose in the fresh
juice were first determined. After sulphuring, and whilst
the juice was still cold, the total solids, glucose and sucrose
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'rhis table shows that the action of the sulphur at the low
temperature speciHecl was extremely small.

The following ta,ble gi ves the mean results hom heating the
sulphured juice for one-half hour at a temperature of 150
degrees F. After heating, the volume was made up to the
original before analyzing:

At 150 degrees F., it is seen the sulphur had a very clestruc
tive action on the sucrose, 23 pel' cent of the total sucrose
being destroyed. These results show very decidedly that no
heat should be turned on the sulphured juice in the clarifiers
until it has been bronght to neutrality with lime, anel yet
this is sometimes done.

Attention may be called at this place to the error which
follows the common mode of estimating the rate of sucrose
inversion from the amOlll1t of glucose found after neutralizing
with lime. If any slight excess of lime is added in neutral-

were re-determined. The juice, of a known volume, .was next
heated by placing the flask in a water bath, the temperature
and duration of heating being recorded. The heated juice,
after a given length of time, was suddenly cooled to air
temperature by placing the flask in cool water, made up to
the original volume, and the total solids, sucrose and glucose
a third time determined. The purpose was to observe the,
action of sulphur on the sugar at low temperature, Cl.nd at
graduallv higher, and high temperatures, and the results are
furnished by the follo'wing tables, which express the mean
results of many experiments. Fortunately very cold weather
obtained when certain of the experiments were made, and
the temperature of the juice when expressed from the cane
was only a little over 40 degrees F.

The first table shows the action of sulphur on the sucrose
at a low temperature:
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Glucose.

Glucose.

1.1 per cent.
1.2 per cent.
2. g5 per cent,

Sucrose.

Sucrose.

n.2 per cent.
n.1 per cent.
7.1 per cent.

10.0 I,er cent. 1.15 pel' cent,
9.9 pel' cent. 1.25 pel' cent.

13.5
13.75

Brix.

12.9
1B.1
13.0

Brix.

Tempera
hue.

'l'HE PLANTERS' MON'l'HLY.

Juice.

Juice.

APR., 1896.]

Normal juice........... .... 46.0
Sulphured juice (cold)...... 51.8

Tempera-
ture.

Normal jnice 48.0 F.
Sulphured jUiCR (cold) 55.0
Sulphured and l1eated to 150.0



Juice. Gluoose.

Sulphured juice , . . . . 2.7 per cent.
After heating with lime for one-half hour.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.1 per cent.
Afier. heating with lime for one and one-half hour. .. 1.5 per cent.

izing it at once begins to act upon the glucose, breaking it up
into certain known organic acids. A sulphured juicE', which
contained 2.7 per cent. of glucose, was heated for a given
length of time after adding lime water to slight alkalinity,
.and the effect was as follows:

I
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Glucose.
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Sucrose.
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Juice. Tempera- B
~ure. rlx.

Normal juice...... . . . . .. . . .... 45.0 14.1 10.8 per cent. 1.2 per cent.
Sulphured juice (cold)....... 48.0 14.4 10.7 per cent. 1.3 per cent.
Sulphured after heating 1 hour 195.0 14.3 0.1 per cent. 8.55 per cent.

Not more than three parts of sucrose in eleven parts
escaped destruction. The polariscope indicates that only 0.1
per cent. of sucrose is left; but some sucrose is concealed by
the optically active glucose which has been fonned.

Experiments were also made with sulphur upon syrups,
and similar affects were observed as with dilute juices. The
strained juices were limed to neutrality and evaporated on a

The personal investigations of Dr. W. C. Stubbs have most
forcibly shown this action of lime upon the glucose, and this
example is given only to emphasize the fact that the glucose
amount. is not a true gauge of the inversion which may have
occurred under the action of sulphur or other acids.

In thi~ work, moreover, it has been noticed that the neutral
sulphite of lime destroys glucose. To prove this, a solution
of pure glucose was heated with a dilute portion of strictly
neutral lime sulphite, and in one hour 5 per cent. of the
glucose had been destroyed. It is thus seen that not only
lime, but also the sulphite, which is formed when one
neutralizes the sulphured juices, reduces the amount of
glucose in the juice. and prevents us using the glucose con
tent as a gauge in judging of the inversion which had taken
place.

The following table is given to illustrate the utterly de-
structive action of sulphur when the juice is heated for a
length of time at a high temperature before neutralizing. In
this example the juices were heated for one hour at 195 de-
grees F.
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OOMPARATIVE INVERTIVE AOTION OF SULPHUROUS AOID AND AOID

PHOSPHATE ON JUICES.

water bath to a density of 20 to 25 degrees Baume, and sul
phurred. As it has already been said, the syrup does not take
the sulphur as rea.dily as thin juice, and a large volume of
sulphur is necessary to make a good bleach. The following
is the mean of several tests of sulphurring syrups:

In these tests acid phosphate, instead of pure phosphoric
acid was used, in order that the conditions should be the
same as exist 'when these reagents are used in the sugar
house. Concerning the mode of comparison, in the first
place, the normal juice was anaJized; afterwards equal
volumes of the same samples were brought into flasks. One
quantity was sulphured, and the other was treated with acid
phosphate, until each ::;howed the same degree of acidity,
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Sucrose. Glucose.

32.9 per cent. 5.36 per cent.
31.45 per cent. 6.88 per cent.

48.5
49.3
49.3

Em:.
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Syrup.

APR., 1896.J

Tempera-
ture.

Normal syrup ,......... 68.0
Sulphured syrup (cold).......... 70.0
Sulphured after heating 7i hour at 170.0

The mean of inversion found in the tests was 4.5 per cent.
of the total sugars. In a special experiment, when the syrup
was sulphured heavily and then heated for half an hour at
195 degrees, the inversion was 17.0 per cent. of the sucrose.

In the sulphuring test it was observed that the mode of
treating the syrup before sulphuring in some measure
regulates the rate of inversion in the latter handling. If the
juice is limed to slight alkalinity before condensing to syrup
the invertive action of the sulphur appears to he modified
somewhat. If the juice is left on the side of acidity before
evaporating down to syrup, the heating' of the syrup after
sulphuring causes a notably greater inversion. It may be
remarked here that some difficulty may be met in the later
handling of sulphured syrups because of the precipitation of
some albuminoids which lmd not. been gotten rid of in the
clarifiers. The sulphur precipitates these bodies, and if much
should be present they will give trouble in the gentrifugals
unless removed in settling' tanks hefore the syrup goes to the
pan.



which has determined by use of a standardized alkali solution,
and the volumes corrected. 'fhe degree of acidity was 10 cc.
ar.idulated juice equals 1.5 cc. of 0.1 normal Na 0 H. The
effect of letting the aCldula,tec1 juices stand twenty-fom hoUl's - ~
was follows:

BODIES REMOVED FROM JUICES BY SULPHUROUS ACID AND ACID

PHOSPHATE IN RELATION WITH LIME.

,

I,
.. I
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It has been claimed for sulphurous acid that it precipitates
the so-called pectinous bodies (gums). I should not expect
that effect. I have found some kinds of "gum bodies" which
were not soluble in water, soluble in dilute sulphur acids.
Also the gums and mucilaginous bodies, including the pectins
( "pectin" means to curdle or coagulate, and the term applies
to many amorphous substa,nces), when act.ed upon by dilute
acids, go over into gll1coses and some free cellulose like
bodies, but before this reaction could take place in our sugar
juices all the sucrose would be inverted. It is known, how
ever, as a general principle in vegetable chemistry, that acids
act upon albuminoiJs and precipitate these bodies from solu
tions. A careful exa,mination was made of the organic
bodies precipitated from the juice by sulphuring. The sul
phur precipitates were insoluble in water, but soluble in

Juices. Temp. Brh::. Sucrose. Glucose.

Normal juices , 60.0 13.6 10.3 per cent. 1.1 per cent.
Sulphured . 64.0 13.9 10.0 per cent. 1.38 per cent.
Phosphored 64.0 14.0 9.95 per cent. 1.40 per cent.

The inversion in both acidulated juices was practically·the
same-.3 per cent. of the total sngars. The temperature at
which the juices stood was very low; had it been SO degrees
the inversion would have been Illuch greater. 'l'b.ese experi
ments have suggested (it has not been proved) that acid phos
phate inverts more powerfully the pure phosphoric acid at
the same degree of acidity. It is well known that sulphurous
acid is a more active invertant than pure phosphoric acid.
Also in these tests it was demonstrated that sulphurous acid
possesses much grea,ter antiseptic properties than any other
acids. Sulphured juices were found to be unfermented at
the end of three days, whilst the phosphored juices fell to
pieces at the end of the second day.
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dilute sodic hydarte, which is an albuminoid solvent, and the
albuminoids were re-precipitated from the alcohol solution
with sulphur. In studying and determining such a qnestion,
however, it is more satisfactory to obtaiu pure preparations
of the "gums" and of the albuminoids, and to study the
direct action of reagents upon these bodies. This was done.
Preparations of both albuminoidR and" gums" were obtained
from cane juice. It would carry me to too great lengths in
description if the methods used in this work were given in
detail; and moreover, anyone interested in the subject will
find au example account in a hulletin published by the U. S.
Department 0f Agricultllre which contains the results ot my
study of the "Sorghum Gums," which study led to the adopt
ion of the so-called" Sorghum Alcohol Process." And in the
study of the cane" gums," which will be made next year, the
subject will be discussed in full detail, and their hehavior
studied under the action of acids, and aho of lime. Sulphur
ous acid precipitates the albuminoids from the sodic hydrate
solution. No precipitation, however, takes place until after
the solution is neutralized and free acid is present.

This fact is observed just the same when sulphurous acid
acts upon the albuminoids in cane juice. The first quantity
of sulphur gas entering the juice is engaged in displacing
certain organic acids in their combinations with mineral
bodies present in the juice, and it is not until after a consid
erable volume of sulphurous acid is present that the album
inoids are thrown down and any blea.ching is observed.
These facts were observed with great ca,re in every sam pIe
of juice sulphured. Heat, aided by lime, precipitates most
of the albuminoids. but not all. Further, solutions of
pectinous bodies (gums) were studied under the action of
acids, and of lime. In no case "vas any precipitate of "gums"
obtained from neutra,l water solutions with either sulphurous
3;cid or acid phosphate. By treating the solution of gums,
however, with lime water to c1istinet alkalinity a turbidity
was at once caused and UpOll heating the solution the con
siderable part of the gums was coagulated and separated out
in large flakes. The whole of the gums ""'ere not precipi
tated by the lime treatment.

'I'he observations ill brief upon the subject of impurities
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removed from the cane juice by acids are as follows: Sul
phurous acid and acid phosphate remove the albuminoids,
but do not act on or precipitate any of the so-called pecti
nous or gum substances, the same being observed in noting
the action of these acids on these syrups. Further, lime not
only aids in removing the albuminoids but also appears to be
the only clarifying agent in common use which acts in
removing from the juice any part of the gums.

QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION OF THE ORGANIC AND MINERAL

IMPURITIES REMOVED FROM THE JDICE BY SULPHUROUS

ACID AND ACID PHOSPHATE, WITH LIME.

Very considerable trouble was encountered in getting
results which were quite free from some kind of error. and
many results were rejected. Finally the following method
was adopted: The density, sucrose and glucose of the pre
pared sample of juice were determined. The sample was
afterwards divided into three equal volumes, each of 300 cc.;
too large or too small quantitifls being avoided because of
the errors which can occur from great length of time needed
filtration and similar causes. No.1 quantity was sulphured,
brought back with lime to strict neutrality. and heated on
the bath for half an hour at a temperature of 175 degrees,
and the juice afterwards suddenly reduced to air temper
ature by placing the flask in water. No. 2 quantity was
treated with acid phosphate, brought back to strict neu
trality with lime water, and further treated precisely as No.
1. No.3 was limed to decided alkalinity, placed on the
water bath under the same conditions of temperature, etc.,
as No.1 and No.2 and, after heating for a given time, was
brought back to strict neutrality with acid phosphate, and
cooled im mediately to air temperature. Each quantity was
made up to the original volume (300 cc.) before separating
the precipitate. Filter papel's of known weight were used,
aud the precipitates collected, dried, and weighed, and after
wards the organic matter in each precipitate determined.
The results were as follows:

I,

,..
I. _ ....
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Organic matter. Ash.
1.0 grams. 1.6 grams.
1.8 grams. 3.0 grams.
2.48 grams. 2 .72 grams

THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.

Precipitate.
No.!. Sulphur and lime 2.6 grams.
No.2. Acid phosphate and lime .. 4.8 grams.
No.3. Lime and acid phosphate. 5.2 grams.
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The density, or total solids found in the respective juices,
after removing the precipitates, were:

Juices. Total Bolids.
Normal juice 11.7 per cent.
No. 1. Sulphured and limed juice 11.9 per cent.
No.2 Phosphored and limed 11.5 per cent.
No.3. Limed and phosphored 11.6 per cent.

These results are the mean of numerous experiments. No
test made with sulphur gave any increase of purity, and
most of the tests increased the total solids, which is due to
the fact that the lime sulphite remains in solution largely.
In every trial with acid phosphate the purity of the juice
was llOtably improved. Respecting the precipitates, it must
first be remarked that the total precipitate is no gauge of
change in purity, since its weight depends more upon the
quantities of clarifying agents added to the juice than upon
the original impurities of the juice removed. It is the
weight of organic matter removed, with the change of
density of the jui.ce, which afford us the true criteria of im
proved purity. The explanation of the comparative Rmall
ness of the sulphur precipitate is first, no free lime was
present to act upon the organic impurities; and moreover,
the sulphite of lime is very considerably soluble in sugar
solutions. Professor :::ltubbs has examined molasses from
sulphured juices which contained as high as 10 per cent. of
ash, which was chiefly sulphite and sulphate of lime, and the
normal quantity does not exceed 5 per cent. This high
content of sulphur in the molasses gives us some idea of the
mode in which sulphur had been used in the sugar house,
and also of the inversion which it probably had caused.

The increased precipitate in No.2 example is chiefly owing
to the fact that the acid phosphHte and lime form an inso
luble compound, ancl thus mutually remove each other when
the juice is neutralized. The larger amount of organic
matter in this precipitate indicates (it was not proven) that
the phosphate of lime partially causes the precipitation of
"gums," an indication observed by me at the clarifiers in
the sugar house. It may, however, be caused only by the
action of the lime before it combines with the acid phosphate.

The analysis of the NO.3 precipitate, caused by liming the
juice to alkilinity and neutralizing with acid phosphate,
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claims special attention. This precipitate is not only larger
than the others, but is com posed nearly one-half of organic
matter. We have already shown that free lime partially
precipitates the pectinous bodies (gums), as well as the
albuminoids. Now, when the lime water acted upon and
precipitated these organic matters before the juice was
brought back to neutrality with the acid phosphate, and this
is the cause of the greater amount of organic matter in the
precipitate. Of course, t.he excess of lime was also chiefly
taken out of the juice again by the acid phosphate.

It is seen, however, that despite the removal of more
organic impurities in the No.3 example, the density of the
juice after clarification was a little higher than in the No. ~

precipitate, where the acid phosphate was added first and the
lime afterwards. This is explained by' the fact which I
ohserved, viz.: When the raw juice is limed the first quan
tity of lime added combines with the free organic acids in
the juice, and when the acid phosphate was added to bring
back the juice to strict neutrality the lime which had been
taken up by the organic acids was left in the juice. This is
shown by comparison of the ash in the No.2 and No.3 pre
cipitates. If, in neutralizing the No.3 juices, acid phosphate
had been used to faint acidity, this lime kept in the juice by
the organic acids would have been taken out, and this is a
safe practice, as those organic acids have a small invertive
action. Acid phosphate 01' phosphoric acid will not take out
all the lime. There is a portion of lime, as sulphate, which
is in chemical combination with the mucilagious bodies,
and whi~h oxalic acid reveals after phosphoric acid has acted
upon the juices. These compounds of lime sulphate with
mucilages I also found in the sorghum juice. The mode of
clarifying,by adding an excess of lime and heating (not too
long, or the albuminoids will be attacked) and removing the
" blanket" before it breaks, and afterwards bringing back
the juice to faint acidity with acid phosphate, gives results
in actually improving the purity, as well as improving the
color, which can not be obtained with the known rA-agents.
With respect to the color, sulphurous acid will bleach better
than acid phosphate, but when the acid juices are bronght
back to strict lIeutmlity, the phosphol'l'ed jnice is usually the
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ACTION OF SULPHUROUS ACID AND AOID PHOSPHATE UPON THE

COLORING MATTERS IN OANE JUICE.

bet.ter color. But in good clarification we seek not only to
improve the color of the juice, we want to actually take out
the impurities. And not only for the reason of improving
the purity and quality of the sugar products, as we want to
prevent the impurities, and any excess of clarifying agents
used from getting into the molasses; we want to take the

. lime, and any other fertilizing ma,tters out of the juice, and
especially in view of the amounts of lime and other bodies
which Dr. Stubbs has shown us are removed from the soil by
every tOil of eane. Good clarification, we say, should take
these impurities out of the juice and restore them to the soil.

The juices were studied under the direct a.etion of these
acids and the effects upon the color closely observed. It has
already been said that no bleaching, and no precipitation of
organic matter takes place until sulphurous acid has been
forced into the juice up to a given degree of acidity. These
facts have been observed in all the trials upon the coloring
matters. When juices are treated with sulphurous acid and
acid phosphate up to a given and equal degree of acidity the
bleaching effect of the sulphur is uniformly the greater.
These general observations, however, were altogether un
sati8factory and non-conclusive. It is quite impossible to
study the behavior of the coloring matters or pigments as
they are called, whieh are distinct chemical individuals,
under the action of bleaching agents in the presence of other
matters, and we resolved to prepare' samples of pure indi
vidual pigments, and to study the action of acids on these
directly. Preparations of the green coloring matter (chloro
phyll) were made from the cane, also froln clover, and a
sample of the yellow coloring matter in the cane, which
resetrl bles the curculllin pigment of the turmeric root was
obtained. Also the coloring matter of litmus, turmeric and
cochineal (carminin) were separated, and each individually
treated with sulphurous acid and acid phosphate. These
cc1ol'ing matters exhibit an extreme sen:;ibility under the
alternate actions of acids and alkalies, and this property has
caused them to be l1~ed as indicators in determining the
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acidity or alkalinity of juices and solutions. Now, the pig
ments are generally dissolved by alkalies and precipitated
by acids, but some acids precipitate these bodies more rapidly
and effectively than others, and the present qnestion is
whether sulphurous acid or acid phosphate does this the
most thoroughly. Alkaline, and also neutral, solutions of all
these coloring matters were treated with sulphurous acid;
each pi~ment in solution was sulphured to acidity, and after
wards brought back to alkalinity, and this was repeated in
every test six to eight times. The characteristic color of
each pigment disappeared in acid solution but returned with
the alkalinity. With a long continuance of the alternate
action of acid and alkali, however, the strength of the color
is lessened but not destroyed. When the- pigments in solu
tion are treated with acid phosphate and brought back imme
diately to alkalinity, the result is the same as that caused by
sulph urous acid- the color returns and is not destroyed.
A~id phosphate, however, causes, in a short time, a precipita
tion of the coloring matter, and this is chiefly aided by the
throwing down of lime phosphate when the acid phosphate
is added to the pigment solution which contains the lime or
sodic alkali; yet the result is also obtained with an alcoholic
solution of the pigments. If this precipitate is removed by
filtering, the solution does not show the further presence of
the coloring matter unless an excess of acid is added, in
which case some of the color goes into solution again. All
the observations made upon the action of sulphurous acid
and acid phosphate on the coloring matters specified indicate
that acid phosphate is a more effective precipitant of those
pigments than sulphurous acid. Sulphurous acid neutralizes
the color, but the pigment remains indefinitely in suspension,

,and will not be removed from the juices in clarification.
Acid phosphate, most probably, carries down the coloring
matters in the clarifiers, and those ma,ttel's go into the filter
cakes. In these observations upon the coloring matters it
was invariably found that when the color solutions were
treated with the two acids the acid phosphate gave the most
effective results. And these results explain why the color of
a juice treated with acid phosphate is better than the color
of the sulphured juice when both are brought back to neu-
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trality. It is also t.o be remarked in support of what has
"frequently been stated, that it does not appear possible to
make white sugars by the aid of sulphur without working
the juice at a degree of acidity which must have a consider
able invertive action. Sulphur will brighten a juice more
effectively than acid phosphate, but the sulphured juice
loses its brightness when brought to neutrality.

At this place I may furthflr remark upon the difficulty of
keeping a sulphured juice at the neutral point. It gradually
comes back to acidity; and with the acidity the dark color
disappears again. 'fhis coming back to acidity, in strictly
neutral juices, I am of opinion, is caused by the action of the
lime sulphite upon the glucose, which I have already shown
breaks up the glucose, but not as rapidly as is caused by free
lime. All these circumstances indicate that the action of
sulphurous acid is not as completely within our control III

the sugar house as is the ,:wtion of acid phosphate.

A SPEOIAIJ BLEAOHING AOTION OF SULPHUROUS AOID.

It has been claimed that sulphurous acid immediatel.v and
permanently destroys the coloring matters in cane and beet
juices. My studies have led to the conclusion that this is
not so. I found that the pigments are not destroyed by any
acids at low temperatures. My attention, however, was
directed to what appeared to be a bleaching action of sul
phurous acid apart from its action on the pigments. This
observation was difficult to confirm, and it was impossible to
do so in solutions where any actual pigment was present. In
order to obtain an arti.ficially colored solution, and in which
no natural pigments were present, I inverted some pure cane
sugar with dilute sulphuric acid, the heating being continued
until the solution became a strong red color under the action
of the acid. 'rhis coloration of the pure sugar solution is
considered as a scorching effect, no coloring matters being
formed resembling the pigments. The colored solution,
which was already very acid, was thoroughly saturated with
sulphur gas, which immediately began to decolorize, and
finally"the solution was bleached almost as clear as water.
This experiment has confirmed my impression that sulphur
ous acid can exercise a special bleaching action which other
acids do not exercise.
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SOIL ANALYSIS.
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The analysis of soils constitutes a, large part of the routine
work of the chemical branch of the New South Wales Depart
ment of Agriculture, the number of complete analyses of dif
ferent soils made during the four years of its existence being
about 350, exclusive of a large number, of which only a par
tial examination was made.

Concerning the value of soil analysis to farmers, T am
aware that thel'e is considerable difference of opinion, some
excellent authorities denying its value altogether, whilst
there are not wanting those who go to the other extreme,
and expect a chemical analysis to indicate both the nature
and the exact quantity of fertiliser which is required to make
the soil producti ve.

In this, as in most other debatable matters, Tbelieve that
the truth lies somewhere between the two extremes, and that
a great deal can be leal'l1t as to the proper treatment required
from a rational system of analysis, which shall take into ac
count the nature of the operations going on within the soil
as well as its percentage composition.

That soil analysis, rationally conducted, has a considerable
economic value 1 am convinced, and this conviction is streng
thened hy the continually increasing Humher of soils sent in
for report from all parts of the Colony, by the number already
done, and, unfortunately, also by the arrears which accumu
late.

Those who deny any value to soil anaJysis found their ob
jections upon the means at present at our disposal in the
lahoratory of reproducing the natural condition of affairs
going on within the soil; in other words, they argue that we
cannot say 'what quantity of any given ingredient is in a
condition in which it can be assimilated by the plant.

Let us hear what M. Ville says on the subject-"Chemistry
is powerless to throw light upon the agricultural qualities of
the soil, its resources and its needs, because it confounds in
its indications the active assimilable agents with the assimila
ble agents in reserve, the active with the inert and neutral
prinCIples."



This is the conclusion he arrives at from the discussion of
analyses which give the percentage composition of the soil
together with the so-called mechanical analysis~ the propor
tions of sand, clay, gravel, &c. M. Ville further points out
that extraction with water yields results no less unsatis
factory, since the plant is able to utilise soil material which
is insoluble in water.

In o~'der to remedy this evil, the existence of which I sup
pose no one will be hardy enough to deny, various methods
ha ve been 8uggested and tried with the object of attacki ng
the soil in a manner representing as nearly as possible the
actual conditions which prevail in a field under cultivation.
A few such reagents may be mentioned; they include water
~aturated with carbonic acid, oxygenated water, acetic acid.
citric acid, and different salts, such as ammonium citrate.

In a recent series of researches Dr. Bernard Dyer has ex
perimented with a 1 pel' cent. solution of citric acid, which
appears to approach elosely, in its ,lction upon the soil, the
solvent power exerted hy the acids seCl~etec1 by the roots of
certain phtnts. I venture to think that, notwithstanding the
great scientific value of such ~1 line of investigation. and of
the light it may be expected to throw upon many obscure
functions of plant-life, it leaves us pret,ty much where we
were if we attempt to lmse upon its use any pra,ctical advice
to the farmer as tu the nature of the manl1l'es or other treat
ment his soil requires.

I ,1m prepared to go a step furthel' than M. Ville, and to
say not only that we <1re un,tble to produce the agents at
work within the soil in supplying the plant with food. but
that we should ga,in very little fl'om an economic point of
view if we were possessed of them.

For, let us assume that the "universal solvent" has been
found, that we are possessed of a rea,gent which exercises the
same solvent action on the soil as, let us say, a wheat crop;
in other words, one that dissolves from the soil the same
a,mOl1l1t of mineral and nitrogenous matter as the wheat crop
will extract during the period of its growth. We are met
with the following difficulties:

Our wheat crop, through it contains less nitrogen (say. one
third less) than a crop of turnips, will nevertheless benefit
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very much more than the latter by an application of nitro
genous manure; that is to say, the wheat crop cannot make
the same use of the nitrogen in the soil as the turnip does
exercise, in fact, a different solvent action upon the nitro
genom; constituents.

. Or, since the nitrogen in the soil is continually changing
its condition, and there are external sources of nitrogen
which may have some bearing in the above instance, we may
take the case which is even less ambiguous.

The mangel crop removes from the soil nearly double as
much phosphoric acid as the turnip crop does; nevertheless,
manuring with superphosphate is of less benefit in the case of
mangels than with turnip, the recognised reason being that
mangels are able to utilise the prosphoric acid, as it exists in
the soil, to a greater extent than turnips. So that it will be
necessary for us to devise one solvent for turnips and another
for mangels, one for phosphoric acid "and one for potash-a
separate set of solvents for every crop; and such a scheme, if
it were feasible, would be far too cumbersome for practical
purposes.

A second objection lies in the fact that the agencies at
work within the soil are unceasing, anel, as a consequence,
the combinations in which the nitrogen and mineral matter
exist are also constantly changing. What is true of the chem
ical constitution of the soil to-day is no guide as to its con
stitution a week hence.

The determination, especially of the quantities of nitrates,
of ammonium compounds, and of "organic" nitrogen, pro
vides us with no information to the purpose, for these, of all
soil constituents, are most rapid in their changes.

Further difficulties present themselves in the large quanti
ties of soil which it is necessary to employ in the determina
tion of the substances soluble in water and weak acids, and
the consequent length of the time required for each deter
mination, and so in the initial difficulty which presents itself
in all soil anaylsis of ensuring the proper selection of a sam
pIe which shall represent anything but itself.

This difficulty, which is felt iu all attempts to judge of the
character of a soil from a given sample, applies more palti
cularly to a chemical analysis, and increases in proportion as
the quantities of the eSltimated substances diminish.
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A chemical analysis alone, therefore, is of little value in
guiding the farmer as to the requirement.s of, his soil, and it
is not in the refinement of chemical methods that we may
look for help in this direct,ion. We shall, I belive, obtain'
much 'more valuable information if we can ascertain the.
conditions under which the fertility of the soil is maintained.

The fertility of a soil depends in the first place upon the
presence of a sufficiency of plant food, and secondly upon
certain properties, possessed more or less by all soils, which
effect the splitting up of the mineral ingredients in such a
manner as to render them available to plants, as well as re
g'llating the supply of water, air, warmth, &c.

We shall discuss, the most important of these properties,
and shall find, I think, that they are capable of identification
in the laboratory. A large number of those properties con-'
ducive to fertility are, dependent upon the porosity of the
soil-in other words, its fineness of texture.

By the porosity of a soil is meant the fineness and number
of its pores. We must distinguish between this and pel'tl1ea
bility to water; a coarse sand, tor example, being permeable
to water, but possessing properties exactly opposed to those
0f a porous soil. Humus soils cue especially porous. On the
fineness of texture depend the following characteristics:-

The capillary power, by which is ul'lderstood the power of
imbibing water. This propel·ty maintains a continual circu
lation of water within the soil, and consequent aeration. It
is, moreover, largely through the agency of this circulating
water, which is charged with carhonic acid and different salts,
that the mineral, and in a less degree the organic matter, of
the soil is rendered available fol' plant and presented in so
lution to the plant.

The capillary power of a. soil depends very largely upon the
fineness of its texture. The nearer the texture approaches
that of a sponge the greater will be its c.apillarity.

Humus has a very high capillary power, which is not pos
sessed to any extent by either coarse semd or clay.

This property is determinded by filling a tube of known
length with the finely powdered air-dried soil; the tu be is
open at both ends, the 100ver end being closed by a piece of
fine l11usilin, and stands in water. At the end of twelve or

'..
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twenty-four hours the height to which the water has visibly
risen in the tube is read off. The determination presents
no special difficulty, and I will not waste your time with long
descriptions of this or other methods mentioned here. They
are all ca pable of being rapidly and accurately performed.

The capacity of a soil for water is also ()f special interest,
and depends partly npon its porosity and partly on its content
of organic matter. Peaty and humus soils. other things
being equal, have the highest capacity for water, followed
in order by marls, clays, loams. and sand.

The hygroscopic power-that is. the power of attracting
water vapor-is of practical importance, in that it prevents
endue evaporation, and prevents the soil from becomin~ par
ched up. It also serves as a guide to the absorptive power
for other gases. This property, like capillarity, is due en
tirely to the fineness of texture, and the order is the same
humus, clay, 1011111, mad, sand, and coarse sand.

The absorptive power of the soil for salts is a factor of very
great importance in determining the fertility of a soil.

This power which soils possess of removing saline matter
from solution, and retaining it within their pores, is due part
ly to the chemical nature of the soil, resulting in a chemical
interchange of basic constituents, and partly to its mechanical
structure, the fineness of its texture, substances such as humus
and clay possessing the power in a remarkable degree.

This property is determined by a method elaborated by
Knop.

The absolute weight of the soil, though it has no bearing
upon its fertility, is a point that should always be taken into
account, since a heavy sanely soil, through it may contain a
smaller percentage of fertilising material than a light clay
soil, presents a larger mass to the plant in the same space.

We now come to the most important property possessed by
soils as affecting their fertility, and, at the same time, the
most obscure, namely, their power of nitrification. This pro
perty depends upon a number of points, on some of which
our il'lformation is not very clear.

From what we know of the process of nitrification, we can
lay clown with tolerable certainty the following conditions as
being favorable to the process:-
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We must have free access of air and moisture, a certain de
gree of warmth, the presence of nitrogenous organic matter,
prone to oxidation (represented by humus). The presence
of reducible mineral matter, such as sesquioxide of iron or
metallic sulphates, is also favourable. A sufficiency of basic
substances to combine with the nitric acid appears also to be
advantageous to nitrification.

Putting on one side the bacteriological aspect of the pheno
mena involved, we shall find that the formation of nitrates
within the soil is due to oxidation, and that within certain
limits the power of oxidation which the soil possesses is also
the measure of its nitrifying power.

We are, therefore, I believe, justified 111 assuming that a soil
will be most favorable to the development of the nitric fer
ment which combines the following characteristics:-

1st A fair proportion of humus.
2nd. A warm climate.
3rd. Provision for free access of air and of moisture (these

depend upon its porosity, and are determined by its
capillary power).

4th. Good drainage to prevent stagnant water accumu
lating.

5th. A certain proportIon of basic substances.
It will be seen that, beyond the presence of a certain mine

ral and organic matter, the conditions favourable to nitrifi
cation are those whose presence otherwise indicates fertility
-namely, fineness of texture and absence of excessive water.
If the capillary power of a soil is low, it indicates an un
favourablA condition for nitrification.

It has recently been stated by a French writer that the
presence of nitrates in the soil assists in rendering soluble
the potash in such insoluble combinations as felspar, which
is an additional mode by which the nitric organism promotes
fertility.

Provided, then, tha,t the condition of the soil, as indicated
by the physical properties above enumeL"ated, is favourable
to what I may call the metabolism of plant food, its fertility
will depend upon the amount of that plant food, and it is im
material whether that food be now in a soluble state or not.
If the mineral and nitrogenous matter are present in suffi-

..
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cient quantity, and the soil possesses high absorptive capa
city, high capillary powers-in short, is of good texture, and
possesses the conditions conducive to nitrification- it may,
I think, be fairly expected to prove a fertile soil; and in cases
where one or more of the conditions conducive to fertility are
absent, we may look to improved methods of cultivation to
attain the fertility.

rfhe tabulated results of such an analysis as I have indicated
would be as fol1o""s:

Reaction of soil.
Weight of soil (per acre, 6 or 9 inches deep).
Capacity for water.
Capillary power.
Absorptive power for salts.

Mechanical analysis.
Gravel.
Sand.
Fine sand.
Clay.

Chemical analysis (Qf.fine soil).
Water.
Organic matter.
Nitrogen.

Soluble in 1Lime.
strong boiling hydro- Potash.

chloric acid. Phosphoric acid.
The quantity of organic matter (which is the volatile mat

ter after deducting water and carbonic acid) affords a suffi
ciently close indication of the amount of humus present.

The nitrogen determined is total nitrogen. If nitrates are
present the modification of l{jeldahl's method is the most
suitable.

r believe the above represents the fewest determinatiolls on
whieh an accurate judgment can he based.

r also believe that, with the aid of the above data, practical
experience, and a modicum of mother-wit, throughly relia
ble and useful advice may be given as to the means to be
adopted for ameliorating the soi1.

The manures to be used and their quantities will to some
extent depend upon the nature of the soil, and to a much
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To THE EDITOR OF THE "SUGAR CANE."

----:0:----
CANE SUGAR PREFERRED 1'0 BEET SUGAR.
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less degree upon the quantities of fertilising ingredient found
to be present, but principii-lly upon the nature of the crop.

Soil analysis in the past has been too much occupied with
the notion that the amount of fertiliser required depends
upon the quantity already in the soil, and that nothing is
necessary but to add so much of the particular ingredient in
an available form as, together with what is already present,
will produce a sufficiency for all requirements. I believe the
principle is a sound one. which tells us to manure the crop
and not the ground, and that the soil is to be improved, not
by chemicals, but by proper cultivation, hy deep-plowing,
draining, liming, green-manuring, and other means of im
proving the texture, without whicb it is impossible to main
tain the conditions essential to fertility. N. S. Tf!. Agl'icu,l
tu,ral Gazette.

SIR:-There have appeared recently in some of the London
newspapers, among others in The Standard. a certain number
of letters pointing out the evident superiority of cane sugar
over beet sugar, a fact which nobody can well deny, in spite
of the similar chemical composition presented by the two
sugars after they have been equally refined. It is kn~)wn

that certain aromatic compounds of agreeable odor, ap
proaching in nature to the benzoil and vanilla series of com
pounds, are produced by the ca.ne, but are entirely absent
from the beet. They are the result of the warm climate in
which the cane grows, and are not produced by the sugar
yielding plants of colder regions. For the same reason the
wine from the vines of Bordeaux is better than that from
the vines of Paris. The writer of one of these lettel's, after
claiming for cane sugar superior sweetness, and greater
efficacy in making preserves. alludes to the sweet perfu'me
arIsing from crude cc:we sugar in comparison to the very
nauseous odor which arises from crude beet sugar; and this
alone. he says, would enable any one to distinguish cane
sugar from beet sugar with his eyes shut. The ,object of
these few lines is to point out t,he cause of the same. Even

...



]l1NOR INDUSTRIES.

refined sugar will retain a certain minute amount of these
aromatic bodies, which are not only agreeable to the olfac
tory nerves, but exert, as everyone knows, valuable antiseptic
properties, most eonspicuous in salicylic acid and salicylol,
which belong to the same series; aud if a.nyone places his
nose over a large jar of sugar and perceives a disagreeable
odor, he may be pretty certain that beet sugar is present.

1 am, etc.,
T. L. PHIPSON, Ph.D.,

Formerly of the University of Brussels,
Professor of Analytical Chemistry.

The Casa Mia Laboratory, Putney,
London, February 3d, 1896.
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"Jamaica that has leel in the path of newinclustries is now
tlle most prosperous of TVest Indian Oolonies."

A surplus of £60,000, notwithstanding the depression in the
Sugar trade, is proof of this renewed prosperity. A prosperity
which has only just begun and is in reality the dawn of Ja
maican Prosperity.

The progress of J amaic<t is <tn index of what might be done
throughout the length and breadth of West India, could the
waste places be made productive, the worker and the soil
brought together on equitable terms, and produee disposed of

. on the high principle that the laborer is worthy of his hire
on the principle of "live and let live."

It must be patent to all that West Indian, development
must be in every sense industrial: organised industry alone
can develop those unlimited powers of production which are

. now latent-which inJamaica have only been surface-touched
and yet have been prolific of wealth: the results obtained in
Jamaica are obtainable-anel may be reduplicC1teel in every
isle of the West IndiC1n group anel these results are due to
the fact that local circumstances compelleel Jamaica to give
up at an earlier date the one crop system, prevented her-in
fact from holding on year by year, hoping against hope-as
others have done.



Demerara is being driven by similar stress to turn her at
tention to new industries, and soon perhaps will be as fa
mous for rice culture as is Ceylon for that of tea, while the
experience of the past will have taught her that Demerarians
cannot thrive on rice alone any more then they could on
sugar alone. The lesson which West Indians have even yet
to learn is this-a lesson which a few of them driven by bIt
ter experience, are even now learning by heart-the single
crop system when its fails or becomes depressed even tem
porarily, leaves a people stranded.

The memorable years 1894-5 have taught us, people of Bar
bados, a lesson from which slowly but sztrely profit and ad
vantage will be derived. Before this momentous period the
Planter had but a single crop from wbich revenue was ex
pected, other things might help a little, but they were not
essential to revenue, theft of these things was looked upon as
"petty" in every sense of the term----,-both by Magistrate and
offender to so great a degree, that the offence was considered
to be "teLking" "not stealing": but fungus, drougbt, low
prices, and bounties bave changed all that. and the lesson
bas been learnt that revenue must henceforth be derived from
all the products of the soil: there is no longer any petty theft:
-theft which hinders production, diminishes labor and em
ploying power, lessens revenue, demoralizes the people and is
a powerful agent in breeding P~LUperism cannot be called pet
ty: but is :::L frightful industrial sin. the industrial sl1ieide of
a community: and is in very truth a more fax reaching
crime theW people living in the narrow bounds of these Is- •
lands imagine. In another column may be seen how this
social crime is viewed by an American who fearing West
Indian laxity is not slow in advising his countrymen to avoid
settling in the West Indies. Let Magistrates endeavor to
stamp out theft as the greatest crime that can be committed
by the inhabitants of a West Indian community; and let
planters endeavor by all possible means to obtain revenue
from every product capable of yielding it, and prosperity
will return, while Pauperism which is the result of low wages
and slack employment reacting on a redundant population,
will decrease.
. It is something that the idea is gaining ground that revenue
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may be inp,reased by me:1ns of catch-crops. Efforts at pl'ef'ent
are only tentative, by and by experience will teach what is
best to plant, and no doubt we shall ultimately settle down
to fresh vegetables for the winter markets of America and
England-(why not also ship them to Continental Ports Z)
among them our yams may be classed, for there is every
reason to believe that with a very little pushing these splen
did vegetables WOUld become favorites with the Americans;
but undoubtedly tubacco and peanut oil will afford us more
substantial support than any other sub::;idiary crops; all
things point to the fact that good tobacco can be grown in
Barbados; strong testimony is afforded by smokers who
affirm that they have smoked home grown cigars just as good
as Jamaican, and Jctmaican are really good! It must be
remembered that ours at present are grown and manufac
tured in the rough without the assistance of that expert
knowledge which is so essential to turning out tobacco of
superior quality.

The only way to maintain our sugar industry is by supple-
menting it with other money-making crops; and in so doing
we shall he only reverting to the methods of our forefathers
who utilized their waste products to the utmost, and cnlti
vated their estates with the proceeds of the by-product rum.
Our stills have been so thoroughly rooted out by the revenue
hunters of past years that it would be both impos8ible and
unwise to replace them on any large scale, seeing that it
will be more profitable to grow the 'rotation crops to which
we have alluded.

All that is wanted is some organized system whereby the
crops can be reaped and marketed advantageously in the
interest of the producer. Let this problem be solved, and
ship loads of marketable matei'ial will soon be seen encum
bering our busy wharves-all too sma,]l for the marketable
produce of which our fields are capable. Every human being
in this island is at this moment straitened for money; but
our impecuniosity is the very factor which is compelling us
to earn money-that is to say purchasing power out of every
saleable article which our soil can profitably produce. Our
purchasing power has been terribly reduced, and it can only
be restored and increased by following the lead of the
Jamaicans.



The system of rotation is of recognized importance in agri
culture; and so far from injuring the cane culture it will, if
profitably conducted, improve it. More money means better
cultivation, and this means high class farming. More
manure, and that thorough tillage which is essential to per
fect nitrification; in short with plant food and tillage im
jJ1'ovement not exha1tstion of soil must result; bigger cane
crops, more sugar, molasses and rum, besides peanut oil,
tobacco, vegetables and fruit, or whatever experience may
prove to be profitable; all bringing in money, revenue to the
state, revenue to the community, employment to the people
and consequently decrease of pauperism. Increased indus
trial energy and large production afford us the only means of
escape from the hole into which our" one crop," our single
cable cut through to a single strand has driven us. Why
cannot these things be ~ If we would but set about doing'
them in the right way; search for markets and supply them
with all that our soil can produce. Will a~lY correspondent

_ take up his pen and give us valid reason why not ~

There is no industry in the world so unstable as that of
sugar, its fluctuations are fantastic and may be brought
about by a variety of causes. When prices are down every
body prophecies, they are sure to go up; but the moment
they are up down they go again; there is never any equili
hrium in this trade, but the tendency is always to cheapness.
A Cuban war or European drought may temporarily check
the supply and improve the price, but within a year the
sugar factories which dot the globe pour forth their abund
ance, and the markets are once more full, and so far as
money is concerned to us it is flat. And as if the multitudi
nous factories and means of production already in existence
are not enough, India comes forward with her syrupy,
"Maluva" tree whieh promises to poison all the remnant of
our sugary bliss and to be a Upas to us.

Taking into consideration these enormous facilities for the
production of sugar throughout the world, it is not comfort
ing for this colony to be obliged to confess that the manu
facture of sugar from the sugar cane is the only industry
whicll nnder present ci1'cu1nstances can give employment to the
large 11n mbel' of 1<1 borers in this Ishmd. fi'01' if it is the onl y
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industry which is capable of supporting them, the optlook is
most seriou[:;, and no wonder that the maintenance of our
large population is a matter of difficulty, and under present
conditions causes the Legislature to have grave apprehensions
as to the future. We cannot but agree that there is very
grave cause indeed for apprehension, and that under present
conditions decadence from year to year will be our lot; and,
as to the population, unless these conditions are changed, and
lucrative employment found for the people all the year round
by the regular production of a series of valua,ble crops, they
must emigrate or be content. to die out. Our present status
in population or anything else cannot be long maintained if

we blindly continue to depend on a single product which 1\ '~'."',',~."
every part of the CIvilized world is capable of lEaking for ~

itself, and which chemical science can extract from a variety II
of plants, and some di:LY produce synthetically. 1"l.", I','.

We have a.ppealed to the mother eountry, and what will :
be the reply ~ She will not tell us, but will leave us to infer
that she too is dependent for bread-so dependent that not
withstanding her unrivalled power and resources, her voice JJ
lD the councils of the-rrCttions is grmv-iB-g-¥.r€ak KnR=·s..u:ja"'----!:wuh~oL ___'_:-:i•.-
helps to grow her bread can laugh at her; the United States I:i"~
of America can flout the Monrol3 doctrine in her face and
warn her off her own lands, which Venezuela has stolen.
ShadeB of William Pitt! this thing was not possible, had the i
whole world stood in arms against her-in those days when j
Britain gre,v hel' own corn and feel hel'people, even although ,ID

they were but half their present numbel'. The selfish Cob- "
den policy which baited the populace with the cheap ioaf in ~ f
order that their labor might be bought cheaply by those ;1'
factories in whieh these phi.lanthropists were interested, has .-~~

not only destroyed British agriculture, but bound the oiellion _,/,:'.'
of the sea to the chariot wheels of the nations who supply ~

his bread; for even a lion when forced by hunger must lose
his independence. How then can England assist us ~ She
cannot touch free trade because of bread! All she can do is
to label foreign productions - admit them she must - with 1

j
the hope that the Briti:-:;h consumer in his loyality may pur-
chase his own home-made but clearer wares. Perhaps, too,
the Colonial office may" ticket" our sugar for us and a little



It is hardly worth while to demonstrate that new colonies
are wanted. The accustomed outlets are closing fast, not
because Canada or Australia 01' even the United States has
as many inlmbitans as are needed, but because the proletariat
object to competition. Moreover, these countries no longer
furnish "secure and extending fields for our goods." On the
contrary, they st.ri ve to l1i:tlTOW those fields; they IULVe started
factories of their own and eneourage them by Protection.
Farmers with some capital may do well enongh in Mashona-

craze may be got up for Barbados Muscovado in preference
to French and German cubes. Surely if the British work
man is obliged under present conditIOns of free trade to
ticket his goods as his only protection against the foreign
workman, what assistance can we expect, or on what terms
of fair "trade will it be possible for us to com pete in the mar
kets of the world so long as these conditions are the outcome
of a policy that cannot be chang-ed until the independence of
the Empire is regained ~ and that will never be until the
Empire becomes self-supporting, until Colonial trade has
been developed and the British Colonies become the rightful
feeders of the mother country, and an ever expanding mar
ket for her products. In these directions it must and will
seem very desirahle to Her Majesty's Government to give us
aid; it will be their poli0Y to do so, and the sooner Britain
and her Colonies work together for mutual advantage, for
that industrial expansion which is essential to the independ
ence of the Empire and without which our st~'ength is shorn,
the better will it be far the peace, the happiness and the
liberties of mankind.

Jamaica has led in the path of Ilew industries and reaped
advantage. Barbados and her sister isles may wisely follow,
the mother country will not be slow to help on these indus
trial enterprises which promise to increaee the purchasing
pow.er of her Colonies, for thereby she will reap advantage
for herself. These things we can do, and doing them increase
our annual exports without diminishing our output of sugar
by a single pound.-Bal'bados A.r;J'twltul'al Gazette.

---:0:---
PLANTING COLONIES IN THE TROPICS.
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land and Matabeleland. But the labourers are waiting for
them there. ]{affirs multiply at a rate which may properly
be termed awful under the Pax Britannica, and they will
swarm into those lands which have hitherto been closed by
the Matabele. European emigrants will not be required for

farm work.
A thousand objections spring up, but before considering

them it is necessary to define my whole hleaning. An agri
cultural settlement is not a multitude of plantations. No
one is more thoroughly convinced than I that enterprises of
that class are "played out." The consumption of coffee is
actually declining. Cane sugar loses ground continually.
But economy in production has already been carried so far
that only the most favoured districts can compete. The
West Indies are ruined to a proverb. Ceylon flourished for
years on spices; had to give them up, and flourished for years
on Arabian eoffee; had to give that up, ruined by the fuugus.
and turned to cinchona; was beaten there, and tried Liberian
coffee. At present the despairing planters essay cacao. Tea
alone gives a satisfactory return. and the cause of that suc
cess should be noted. Indian and Ceylon tea thrive on the
decay of the Chinese trade. It is not that they have found
new markets, nor so far as I kno\v, has the world's consump
tion increased lately, exe-ept by the growth of population.
They are simply driving out a rival. But if the consumption
of tea and coffee and such things does not increase, and
largely, planters just entering the field can scarcely hope to
win a place in the market. 'fhose industries have long been
established elsewhere. A dense population, trained to the
worlr, demanding small wages, is near at hand. Machinery
has heen set up, roads are good, transport is all arranged,
communications are easy, great ships pay regular visits to
commodious ports, and freights are cut down to the lowest.
Not one of these advantages is enjoyed by Central Africa. or
North-Westen Borneo. or New Guinea, 01' any of the recently
opened lands which are inviting plallters. How can they
compete with the old established centres. which themselves
find their profit cut down to the lowest? It is not such a
colony that I propose. but one of the earlier pattern. in which

n (I ~ ( 11 :I 1( 11; 1( (. 1( n ( 1~ 1I ( 1; 1(t.] (j 11 ( :] 1: 1 c' - ( ; c
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in his plot of soil which he cultivates. Such a community
would welcome emigrants. Doubtless, large towns would
arise presently, the artisan class would become powerful
enough to control the res pZlblica. and would demand Pro
tection.

But, it may be said, Europeans could not work; almost every
one who has no experience believes that they would "die like
flies." Their children, such of them as survived .would lose
nerve and constitution; since I am quoting popular beliefs, it
may be ~Lclc1ed that they would lose courage and intelligence
also. But, in the first place, it should be understood that 1
do not plant my colony in the hot lowlands. nor in a district
thickly peopled. and so these objections may be dismissed for
a time. But the thoughtful see a grave difficulty not obvious
at first glance. Whether the European could or could not
work, he certainly would not so long as he could coerce the
natives in his place. This it is which heLs forbidden the ex
periment bitherto. A multitude of Europeans might have
been settled by this time in the Dutch and British West In
dies, had veterans been allowed to stay wben discharged. In
the former service, I believe, this license was never granted
until lately-perhaps because the company foresaw how it
would be abused; more probably because It· was not less
jealous of its own countrymen than of foreigners. But for ge
nerations our Company encol1l'agecl old soldiers to steLyafter
discharge, As its dominions grew, however, ctnd men could
wander up and down without dangel', Ve1,grancy became an
intolerable evil. Vetenms were apt to loaf about the COUll

try.and "soming coshel'ing," as the olel phrase went, upon the
,natives. 80, for many years past. e1, time-expired soldier is
not permitted to remain unless he can show some means of
livelihood.

CcLn white men labour in the tropics regularly, dcty by dcty,
hard enough to gain their livelihood ~ 'ro a que::ition like
that one best replies by citing examples. But in this age of
the world they are not easily produced, owing to circumstiLn
ces. Individual cases abound, but they "vill not do. Euro
pectuS have not settled in the tropics with any notion of work
ing for a livelihood. AlweLYs they have started with a fixed
resolve to gain wealth by slave labor. Therefore, countries
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densely peopled were chosen. Since they never carried nor
imported women of their own race in sufficient num bel', after
very few generations the purity of their blood was lost, and
with it the value of the example, such as could be found.

But there is one Republic in Central America of which the
people are very nearly white; in all other respects also it
gives us just the illustration we seek. Costa Rica is a wooded

. upland. Its. in habitants at this day assel't that the few In
dians whom the Conquistadores found there all dwelt along
the coast-line far below. Certainly I could hear of no such
remains, tumuli, statues or columns, as abound in countries
north and south. It is safe at least to credit that the plateau
was sparsely peopled. and that the aborigines were expelled;
joining, perhaps, their kinsfolk, the wild l'c11amancas and
wilder Gautusos, who still enjoy a desolate freedom on the
Atlantic lowland. Thus all the conditions I exact were here
fulfilled. And how has Oosta Hica thriven ~ '1'here are men
who abominate the country and all in it-with reason enough
in their personal case. But no one has ever likened it to Ni
caragua or Honduras. Briefly, it is the one state of Spanish
America in which prosperity is assured by a healthy and in
dustrious class of yeomen, self-respecting, indevendent, among
whom pauperism and vagrancy are rarer than in England.
It must 'not be uuderstood that they are ind ustrious and self
respecting in the northern sense. Lineal descendants of the
conq uerors, occllpants of a most secluded land, where they

have worked out their own civilisrLtion, claim a liberal c1llow
ance. We must regard Costa Rica in com parison with its
neighbours, and in tlmt point of view it is a very oasis. No
one asserts that the ,.yhite man has degenerated there in
physique, in intelligence, or even in character, if it be recalled'
that he was a seventeenth century Spaniard to begin with.
A handsome stalwart fellow, is the Costa Rican peon, as often
fair-haired, red-cheeked, and blue-eyed, as his kinsfolk in
Europe. Nor is he less independent-and that trait lies at
bottom of the complaints which Europeans lodge against him.
Earning good wages, devote.d to gambling in every form, and
too fond of drink-which, in my experience of poor human
nature, is the surest sign of prosperity when a whole race of
men yields to it,-the Costa lUcan peasant is by no means
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---:0:---
OUR INSECT FRIENDS AND FOES.

According to Prof. Panton of the Onfario Agricultural Col
lege, there are nearly 100 species of insects that prey on
grain and forage crops; upwards of forty attack vegetables,
no less than fifty menace the grape and five threaten the
apple. rrhe pine has 125 species as enemies, the oak 300, the
elm 80, the hickory 170, the maple 75, the beech 150, while
the unfortunate willow battles against some 400 species of
insect foes. Some idea of the immense loss that is sustained
by the human race from insect pests may be imagined from
the fact that in 1884, in the United States alone, the amount
is estimated to have been $400,000,000, but in 1891 it was
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submissive. He has a standing feud with the coffee planters
who employ him. ]'01' it is his dearest wish to acquire a
piece of land and start for himself, whilst the planter would
confine him to a bit of garden ground, in order to retain his
services. A plutocracy is always master in these small re
publics; thoug-h overthrown by an outburst from time to time,
it promptly regains its seat. Thus every obstacle is set in
the peon's way, and so the more determined of them eon
stantly "trek out" to make a home for themselves beyond
the area of the plantations. When I traveled in the country,
many families had already passed the Desengagno, the edge
of the plateau descending towards the Atlantic coast. Cattle
breeding was their great industry at that time. But the huge
demand for bananas in the United States has stimulated the
movement now, and large areas are occupied on the blazing
lowland itself. Such in good time would be the development
of our colony, I trust, as population thiekened. For it is to
be ohserved that these Costa Ricans tend their own plot of
bananas and cacao in the damp heat of the Tierra caliente.
But they are working for their own interest, not for wages.
So are those individual Europeans scattered up and down in
tropical America. And It is my impression that a great
secret lies here. A man will keep his health and spirits
when he is tilling his own land under conditions which
would prostrate him if he were toiling for another.- W. 1.
New Review.
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$800,000,000, and thanks to the investigations of German 
scienbists it is believed to be annually decreasing. It is not 
to be supposed, however, that the fullest kllowledge avail
able to man will suffice absolutely to prevent these losses; 
but these figures are so enormous that the reduction of them 
within smaller dimensions becomes a matter of very great 
importa,nce. All insects are not our foes, and just wha: birds 
are most fond of beneficia] insects would be interesting to be 
informed. But we are somewhat in the dark abbut this even 
yet. Professor Panton gives a list of some of the insects 
which are our friends: 

Syrphus fly, trachina fly, tiger beetles, ground beetles, lady 
birds, l'enduvious, soldier bugs, lace-winged flies, wasps, cooltoo 
flies and ichneumons. 

These insects are said to be of great importance in keeping 
the mischievous species under. the ichneumons being especi
ally good at this business. rrhey prey on certain gmbs by 
depositing eggs on their living bodies. When these eggs 
hatch the young worms feed npon their host till the hLtter 
can stand strain no longer and fortwitb die!:;. About this 
time the i~hneumons ,Lre ready to fly as perfect insects. It 
is no nnCOlll1110n t.hing to find upon a tomato or tobacco 
plant one of the largest green worms which infest these 
plants, with a dozen or so smalL whitish thorns sticking into 
its hide. This is the ichneumon, which eventually kills the 
worm. Ladyhirds feed upon plant lice: ground beetles ~tre 

said to prey updn the potato beetles and various kinds of 
caterpillars, while the tiger beetle will eat almost anything 
in the insect line.-Pu,blic Opinion. 

---:0:---
IN London there has been organized ,1n International Sugar 

B<luk representing 1500 European and 1400 foreign sugar 
factorie~. Branches of the bank are to he established in 
every sugar-producing centre of the world, and their object 
will be to purchase ,mel sell sugar on commission, and 
to attend to all money transactions relating to same. 
The strength of this new banking institution will depend 
upon the continued co-operation of all its adherents 
who will collectively be benefited by the tra,nsactions. 
-SugaJ' Beet. 




